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From the editor
It's a new year! What exciting plans do you have for 2011? Learn a new
language? Upgrade a skill? Build a company? Build a family? Travel?
If you regret what you haven't done in 2010, don't. The best way to combat
that feeling is to actually do something. What if you feel you haven't the
time and energy, no matter how you've tried?
Well, I'm introducing you to a book called The Other 8 Hours by Robert
Pagliarini. You spend maybe 8 hours asleep and 8 hours at work. And the
most important events in your life happen in those other 8 hours of your
day. Your hobbies. Your friends. Your first kiss. Turn to page 8 to reclaim
those other 8 hours of yours.
After you've recovered more of your time and energy, go do that thing
you've always wanted to do. Then come back here and tell me about it.
I look forward to hearing about your adventures.

Contact me on
Email
Twitter
Vincent Tan
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Facebook

How far is
it to the
elevator?

© OiMax

John Cook wrote a math article on the
position to wait for an elevator where you'd
walk the minimum distance.

engineering constraint for this to
happen. Or maybe an artistic
one. I don't know. Maybe you can
give me a good reason.

“

Secondly, what if there's an even
number of elevators? What if
there's 2 elevators on one side of
the wall, and 2 elevators on the
opposite side (an office lobby, for
instance)?

Imagine a bank of three elevators along
a wall. The elevators are in a straight
line but they are not evenly spaced.
Where do you stand in order to
minimize the average distance you’ll
need to walk to catch the first elevator
that arrives?

Say there are 8 elevators (that's a
lot of elevators) in a row. Stand
at the 4th or 5th elevator for
minimum walking distance.
Those are the median solutions.

The problem and solution came from a paper
by James Handley (collaborated with others)

“

If asked where they would stand and
wait for the next of three elevators,
unequally spaced along a wall, many
students would choose to stand at the
mean position. They think that by
doing so they are minimizing the
average distance to the elevator. They
do not recognize that standing at the
mean minimizes the average squared
distance and that the minimal average
distance to the elevator is in fact
achieved by standing at the median
(Hanley and Lippman 1999).

I'm not going to go into the details of the
mathematics behind it. John's article and James's
paper explained fairly thoroughly.
What I want you to think about is the practical side of
this problem.
Firstly, is it practical that there are 3 elevators placed
unevenly? There will have to be a technical or
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What if it's the 2 on one wall and
2 on the other wall situation?
Well, according to the median
solution, any one of those 4
elevators is correct. You simply
have to choose one.
Thirdly, and one I think is most
important, and also discussed in
James's paper, is the assumption
that you started at the position
you chose. But don't you need
to walk to that position first?

From where I stood, I could see the
electronic indicator telling me which floor
the other elevator was at. Thus I could
determine which elevator would reach
me first. If you don't need to move, don't
move.
When considering that you have to walk to the starting position of
that optimised-minimum-walking-distance solution, the best answer
is surprisingly,

“

to remain at the point of
entry, and to not move at all!

The apartment block where I live has 2 elevators on the ground floor.
I typically take the stairs because it's faster to climb than to wait for
the elevators. For some reason, the logic for controlling the elevators
to reach the floor where someone pressed the button is wonky.
I live on the 5th floor, so it's not really
a big deal to climb stairs. In the
unfortunate circumstance where I
was tired and decided to wait for the
elevators, I would go to the nearest
elevator, press the button, and wait.

Here's another realistic practical
consideration. What if there are other
people around? If other people already
pressed the elevator button, you only
have to wait. Thus the best answer is to
wait where you just came into the
elevator waiting area. Then you just go to
the first elevator that arrives.

This of course doesn't take into account how crowded the elevator will
get if there are a lot of people. Minimum path optimisation gets tricky
real quick when there are moving obstacles who are people. What if
you're carrying heavy or bulky items? If there are ladies or children
present, would you let them have the median waiting position
(because you're feeling chivalrous), and would you let them take the
elevator first, and then you couldn't get in because it would be full?
Considering all these “practical” variables, the brain energy used to
think of an optimum solution might be more than the kinetic energy
used to just walk the extra distance...
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* this is not a real ad
Send your advertising
enquiries here.

Is your nose the winner of a
marathon?

Are you afraid of splattering your
date with your nasal contents
because you keep sneezing?

Take Disapparol** for fast relief!

** Disapparol is not a real drug. At least I don't think so...

The Other 8 Hours
by
Robert Pagliarini

A book review and discussion
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© Darren Hester
The main message of the book is to make better use of your free
time, your other 8 hours so to speak.
You sleep for 8 hours, you work for 8 hours, and you only have
another 8 conscious hours to do what you really want.
Now the actual numbers don't matter that much. That's not
Robert's point. You might do just fine with 6 hours of sleep. You
might be working 10 hour days. Yes, I know you also need to eat,
bathe, commute and otherwise go about doing the little
activities in your day.
But are there pockets of time when you're not sleeping, not
working, not eating, not bathing, not commuting? Those are
your “other 8 hours”.
I've read a comment made by a mother. She's busy with her
children, cleaning the house, washing and ironing clothes, and
other motherly and household-ery activities. She said at the end
of the day, she's completely exhausted. She'd be lucky when she
got 1 hour to herself and just plopped on the couch and watched
TV.
I'm not demeaning the value of her activities. I just want to say
that if she really wanted to, she could find a bit of time where
she's energised enough to do something. Besides, she said she
had 1 hour. That's still 1 hour more she had.
I remember when I started writing a blog in 2007, I was on a
personal daily deadline. I woke up at 6am, started work at
8:30am, and left the office at 6pm (sometimes later). By the
time I reached home, exercised, eaten dinner and bathed, it was
about 8:30pm to 9pm.
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That's when everything went according to plan. Sometimes, I
need to get groceries. Sometimes, I needed to stay a bit longer
at the office. Sometimes the road traffic was just extremely
viscous.
So I would be sitting at the small desk at home, exhausted from
coding and solving computer problems (sometimes human
problems) from the day's work. I had maybe 2 to 3 hours to write
a blog article, because I would have to go to bed by around
midnight (so I would at least get 6 hours of sleep). I felt like
Cinderella...
Anyway, Robert brought up a term that's significant.
LifeLeeches. LifeLeeches suck the time and energy from you.
Basically they suck the life out of you. Here are a few:

TV - I admit, I used to watch a lot of television. When I was
studying in my university days, I watched about 4 hours of TV
every weekday. Ally McBeal, Charmed, Friends, Lonely Planet
(Ian Wright made me laugh) amongst other shows.
Now I still watch TV, but with the intent to invoke feelings and
emotions, to make me think, to wonder about storylines and
characters. And if I have to watch commercials, I study the
graphics, typography, designs and patterns used. I now "clock"
only a few hours of TV per week. I think that's an improvement.

News addiction - The last time when I deliberately
© Joe Edwards

picked up a newspaper was when I was in junior college studying
General Paper. I haven't read the newspapers nor watched news
channels since. The main reason was that they generally depress
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me. And keeping up with current affairs wasn't very actionable.
I pick up current news from friends and family; if it's important
enough, it will be talked about. I did this way before Timothy
Ferris articulated about cultivating selective ignorance in his
book, The 4-Hour Workweek.

Poor health - Good health allows you to do a lot. Poor
health limits what you can do. Robert recommends you
exercise, eat right, wash your hands often, don't pick your nose
(most people get sick this way. I didn't really think about it till I
read this. I just thought it's gross...), take a multivitamin, drink
lots of water, and get regular checkups.
I don't go to the gym, partly because I'm embarrassed that
people will laugh at my puny muscles, partly because I think it
takes more time to actually go to the gym. What I do is work
with a couple of dumbbells at home. That's all the equipment I
have. I exercise, bathe, and then I can start doing stuff.
My current workout consists mainly of pushups. 10 pushups
followed by 10 crunches. Do it for 10 sets, for a total of 100
pushups. That's completed within 15 minutes. The other
workout I'm doing is 3 sets of pushups, each set going to almost
failure. At last count, I could do 30, 20 and 18 pushups
respectively. My arms would be ready to fall off at that point... If
I can do 15 to 30 minutes of exercise a day, you can do it too.

Pornography - I have this to say. If you can only get
aroused by looking at pornographic material by other people,
what do you think is happening to your own sexual creativity?
© Aaron Shumaker
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Answering the phone - Once when I was handing out
my name card, the receiver remarked that I didn't state my
mobile number. Like Robert, I find the phone extremely
disruptive, especially when you're in the zone. So I only let
family and friends know my number. This way, if I get an SMS or
phone call, I know it's at least relevant and semi-urgent.
This is also why I don't fill up contest forms. The benefit of
winning a decent prize is not worth the disruption when I'm
contacted for whatever reason. When they call, they usually ask
if it's a good time to talk. Let me tell you, if they're not family or
friend, it's never a good time to talk. Their only option is to talk
fast. I'm abrupt this way...
There's another consideration. Your voice. Just hear the story of
James Chartrand, who had to hide he's actually a she. That's
why James didn't do business phone calls at first.

Complaining - When someone complains, it's because
something happened, and they don't like it. And they express
their displeasure by complaining about it. Complainers attract
complainers, because talking about it relieves the pressure. But
it doesn't actually do anything about whatever happened.
I don't complain. I fail sometimes. But I try hard.
If there's anything you get out of this article, it's this. Stop
complaining. Even if it's just for one day. I don't care if it's just
the weather being too hot or too cold. No complaints.
Then go fix whatever happened that you didn't like.
© Timothy Vogel
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What happens when you reclaimed those
other 8 hours of yours? Robert wants you
to become a Cre8tor™. You shift from
consuming to creating. There are some
rules though.
Rule #1 - Keep Your Day Job
Well, it's a little late for that...
Rule #2 - Go Nuclear
You look for activities with minimum
effort on your part with maximum results.
Rule #3 - Know Your HABU
You focus on your "highest and best use"
abilities.
Rule #4 - Limit Risk
Robert's first recommendation is Rule #1.
Oh dear...
Rule #5 - Swing Often
I don't do this enough...
Rule #6 - Market
If you don't tell people, they won't know it.
Rule #7 - Monetise
You need money to sustain your creations.
Rule #8 - Own
Own your creations.

© Joel Dinda
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You may have ideas on what you want to create already. Learn
photography. Make hair ornaments. Create a video game.
Volunteer at a local shelter. Write that song. Write that novel.
Some of your ideas have a monetising mechanism built into
them. Some might not be so obvious. Some might not even be
easily monetised. But you need Rule #7 (see previous page) for
your idea to be sustainable.
Based on Robert's Cre8tor Channels, I'm blogging, doing
affiliate promotions, freelancing and possibly turning hobbies
into income.
So how do you get going? Just start. Find the smallest step that
you can do to progress. Then do that step. Figure out how to
improve as you go along. Inertia is beaten the moment you
create movement, even if it's a small one. Momentum will keep
you going.
If you find what you've read helpful, you can buy Robert
Pagliarini's book The Other 8 Hours for more information.

© Thomas &
Dianne Jones
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Technically a security breach

True, the tree was here before they started
constructing, but still...
If you're an architect or a civil engineer, or
in the construction industry, what would
be a suitable solution to this? Or is simply
cutting a hole in your construction site's
safety wall an appropriate solution?
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Subscribe for free!
Have the magazine sent to your email
inbox every month by subscribing at
http://polymathprogrammer.com/singularity/

You get a free ebook when you sign up!

Creating storms of curiosity wherever butterflies can be found.
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Be part of a tribe
This magazine exists because of you.
What's missing is you. You might be a
painter, writer, mathematician,
entrepreneur, pianist, architect, web
developer, dancer, landscape artist, ice
sculptor, photographer, pilot, engineer,
barrister, barista. The most important
thing is that you're curious.
You can submit interesting photographs,
short opinion pieces, long articles, topic
suggestions, or links to exciting places
(Internet or real world). It can be your own
work or links to other people's work. It
doesn't have to be exclusive to Singularity,
nor does it have to be newly created. Just
send me a holler and I'll take a look.

A Garden in a Garden City:
Visit to HortPark
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It's not stated, but I believe the "hort" in HortPark stands for horticulture.
Otherwise it sounds strange to me. For some reason, the sound of
pronouncing "HortPark" reminds me of pigs...
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Christmas-y lamp decorations

Is this what a greenhouse looks like?
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A friend shouted "Butterfly!".
I was like, "Where?"
"There!" he pointed.
Can you spot the orange-winged critter?
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"Aha, gotcha on bits!"
It was fluttering about, doing its
butterfly thing, and giving me a
hard time photographing it.
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Then we went into the
butterfly enclosure.
Let me tell you, it's a
small challenge using
the iPhone to capture
fluttering insects ...
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Fun fact: If you find it beautiful
that a butterfly landed on your
finger or hand, think again.
A butterfly's taste buds are on its
legs. When it lands on you, it's
trying to decide whether you're a
good food source for its babies.

I'm kidding. It's still beautiful. :)
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I wonder if they're conspiring right then on creating
storms in the middle of the Pacific ocean... *

* see butterfly effect
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Then we're out of the enclosure. I think I
only recognise the Tree Nymph butterfly.
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I spotted dragonflies hovering. It turns
out that the iPhone has trouble
capturing one of Nature's helicopters
too. Here's the shot in case your eyes
are better than mine at spotting. And
that the pond shot looks nice.
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This is one of the garden themes.
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That looks like an awfully nice spot to sit
down and have a cup of tea. Or coffee, if
you're the caffeine-guzzling type.
Which reminds me of a Swedish cafe in
Singapore that a friend told me about. It's
called Fika, and means "coffee" in
Swedish. Their "Trocadero" looks
interesting...
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There was an aquarium in
the middle of the walk path.
I'm not sure what's the
significance nor purpose.

Well, out comes the iPhone
camera regardless...
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My friend did something a little
disturbing... Just before we continued
on our way, he looked at this fish with a
distant longing. Yes, this particular fish.
Then he said, "I'll see you in a while, my
darling." with his tongue hanging out.

It was close to our dinner time.
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I was going for an artistic shot.
An inner garden seen from the outside through a wall window.
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This is actually the second floor of a building.
This horizontal line marks the water falling to the ground floor in a waterfall.
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My friends rested for a while. We already
did a long trek, where HortPark was one of
our stops, and it marked about 2/3 of our
entire journey.
We enjoyed the tranquility and the
benches. Definitely the benches. Then we
got on our feet, left HortPark, and
continued our trek.

You can find out more about HortPark at
the National Parks Board website, or at
Wikipedia.
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Share the magazine with your friends. It's free you know.
Spread the word about Singularity.
Score social points. :)

http://polymathprogrammer.com/singularity/

A publication of Polymath Programmer

You’re given the right to distribute the
magazine electronically provided you don’t
change any of the content or charge for it.

